Paint It Simply
Artist and Teacher Lesson Guide

Concept Lessons for Artists and Teachers

Florals- Norwegian Rosemaling- Still Lifes- Landscapes- Seascapes- Stroke Roses and more!
Paint It Simply
What is It?
Concept Lessons teaching the art of Decorative Painting

Learn the structure of flowers, with fun, easy strokes. Progress into more flowers types, learning the shapes and brush movements to form different flowers.

Concepts are Simple!
6 - color beginning palette.
3 - basic brushes
Each lesson builds a concept you carry with you, advancing your skills.
Paint hundreds of lessons with only 3 brushes and 6 colors!

Painting Completed in 10 minutes!
How many gifts can you paint that fast?

Paint Flowers, Landscapes
Fruit, Traditional Stroke work and so much more!

We have our own Website! Visit PaintItSimply.com to see current updates to lessons and concepts.
For the Paint It Simply program lessons, we use a type of brush called a “fusion watercolor” by Global Art Supply. This is an American made brush that is very versatile.

The brush hair is a synthetic squirrel and is very soft. Much softer than normal acrylic brushes. This allows the artist to achieve a softer look to the painting with less strokes. This is very desirable for the techniques shown here because with the Paint It Simply lessons, we don’t want to blend. Achieving a soft look quickly is desirable.

The synthetic hair used in the Fusion Watercolor also has the advantage of holding more water. This makes some techniques used in the program easier to do. Sometimes it is the brush and the entire Paint It Simply program lessons are built around these 2 brushes and they are necessary for your success in the program. These softer bristles are essential to the technique.

The Fusion Watercolor Filbert shape is longer than most filberts in the industry today so the tip stays softer and more responsive to the movement of the hand. This is the main brush for the Paint It Simply program lessons and can be found painting everything from landscapes, Rose-maling and florals.

In a few lessons and also in the landscape book, we will also use your normal synthetic flats size 4 for small details and Bristle Filberts Size 1 and 4 to create the soft edges. These techniques will be explained in detail as you progress through those lessons in the landscape book. Size 1 bristle filbert is used to paint the soft edges of trees and receding hills, while the size 4 is used to paint sky and water. The bristle is excellent when used in conjunction with the thicker Heritage Multimedia acrylics. These techniques will not work with your normal acrylics.

We will also recommend a larger size 3/4 inch soft water color brush to assist in the painting of sky and water. This brush is very important because it gives different “edges” to clouds and water, allowing for more interest in your painting.

You will also need a good pointed painting knife. I use a # 5. These can be found at your local art supply store. I like a larger one with a fine point for detail work.
6 Color Beginning Palette

Start painting with only 6 colors. We have over 100 lessons and paintings completed with just 6 colors. Learn how to use this basic set of colors and the mixing properties of each color.

Each lesson has detailed explanations of the colors and how to use them. After painting through the lessons you will see you really only need 6!

6 Beginning Colors make an 18 color starting palette

With the Paint It Simply concept lesson the Artist and Teacher can choose how they want to paint. You can put out the 6 colors and brush mix all the tones shown in the lessons, or you can use the 6 colors to mix an additional 12 colors to help you understand color faster. Many of the beginning lesson will use the full mixed palette to make it easier to teach color. Later, you can brush mix which will help your eye develop wonderful color skills.

Paint It Simply 6 Color Beginning Palette

Hansa Yellow  Red Violet
Phthalo Blue   Naphthol Red Light
Carbon Black  Titanium White
Some Intermediate and Advanced lessons use the 14 Color palette. While the lesson can still be painted using the original 6 colors, we thought adding an additional few colors will help you learn some of the differences between pigments. For example, Phthalo Blue is a great blue for making greens while Ultramarine Blue is a wonderful and traditional pigment for making violets. Cerulean Blue was very popular with the Impressionist painters of the late 19th century and also one of the most popular watercolors used today.
Where Do I Begin With Paint It Simply?

So You Want To Learn Paint It Simply?
Here is what we recommend

**Step 1- Beginning**

Purchase any 5 books that are written with beginning lessons.

Purchase Heritage 6 color acrylic set.
Naphthol Red Light
Red Violet
Phthalo Blue
Hansa Yellow
Titanium White
Carbon Black

Purchase brushes needed for your book selection.
Some books only require 2 brushes. Please check with each book title for the brushes used.

**Step 2- Intermediate**

You can now use any of the books and packets in the genre you like, landscapes, florals, Rosemaling

Some intermediate require the 14 color set, so please check if you do not want to purchase those yet.
Painting Impressions Vol 1
Level- Beginner to Intermediate
Palette- 6 Color Beginning Palette
Brushes- # 4 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat
Content- 120 + pages
30-60 step photos For each lesson
9 - Lessons
2 hours Video Lessons
Painting Impressions Vol 2

Level- Beginner to Intermediate
Palette- 6 Color Beginning Palette
Brushes- # 4 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat
Content- 120 + pages
30-60 step photos For each lesson
10 - Lessons
2 hours Video Lessons
**Norwegian Rosemaling**  
**Vol 1- Romsdal & Telemark**

- Level: Beginner to Intermediate  
- Palette: 6 Color Beginning Palette  
- Brushes: #6 Fusion Filbert, #4 Watercolor round, 3/4 Inch Flat  
- Content: 120+ pages  
- 30-60 step photos for each lesson  
- 9 Lessons  
- 2 hours Video Lessons
Norwegian Rosemaling Vol 2
Level- Beginner to Intermediate
Palette- 6 Color Beginning Palette
Brushes- #6 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat
#4 Watercolor Round or quill
Content- 120 + pages
30-60 step photos For each lesson
10 - Lessons
2 hours Video Lessons
Painting Landscapes Vol 1

Level - Beginner to Intermediate
Palette - 6 Color Beginning Palette
Brushes - #1, #4 bristle Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat, #5 palette knife
Content - 120 + pages
100-120 step photos For each lesson
4 - Lessons, 2 hours Video Lessons
Paint It Simply E-Books

Painting Stroke Roses
Level- Beginner to Intermediate
Palette- 6 Color Beginning Palette
Brushes- 6 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat
Content- 120 + pages
30-60 step photos For each lesson
10 - Lessons
2 hours Video Lessons

More Photos coming soon...
Paint It Simply E-Books

Summer of Roses
Level- Intermediate to Advance
Stylized Rose Concepts
Palette- 6 Color Beginning Palette
Brushes- 4 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat
Content- 120 + pages
30-60 step photos For each lesson
11 - Lessons
2 hours Video Lessons
Paint It Simply E-Books

Creating Casual Flowers

Level- Intermediate to Advance
Stylized Rose Concepts

Palette- 6 Color Beginning Palette

Brushes- 4 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat

Content- 196 + pages

30-120 step photos For each lesson

12 - Lessons

2 hours Video Lessons
Paint It Simply DVDs- Beginning

**DVD1023 Elegant Strokes**
- Level: Intermediate
- Palette: 6- Color Beginning or 14 Color Advanced Palette
- Brushes: # 4, 6 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat
- Content: 4 hours video
- Patterns, Lessons and Step photos on extra CD

**DVD1031 White Roses**
- Level: Beginner to Intermediate
- Palette: 6 Color Beginning Palette
- Brushes: # 6 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat
- Content: 21 pages extended lesson
- 60 step photos
- 1 hour Video Lesson
Paint It Simply DVDs - Beginning

**DVD1037 American Stroke Roses**
Level- Beginner to Intermediate
Palette- 6 Color Beginning Palette
Brushes- #6 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat
Content- 40 + pages lesson
175 step photos, written lesson on CD
2 hour Video Lesson

**DVD1038 Beginning Seascapes**
Level- Beginner to Intermediate
Palette- 6 Color Beginning Palette
Brushes- #4 or 6 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat #1, 4 Bristle Filbert
30-60 step photos Written lessons and photos on extra included CD.
3.5 hours Video Lessons
**Paint It Simply DVDs - Intermediate**

**DVD1021 Roses and Peonies**
Level: Intermediate
Palette: 14 Color Advanced Palette
Brushes: #4, 6 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat
Content: 3 hours video
Patterns, Lessons and Step photos on extra CD

**DVD1022 Spring Roses**
Level: Intermediate
Palette: 14 Color Advanced Palette
Brushes: #6 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat
Content: 2 hours video
Patterns, Lessons and Step photos on extra CD
**Paint It Simply DVDs- Intermediate**

**DVD1025 Floral Symphony**  
Level- Intermediate  
Palette- 14 Color Advanced Palette  
Brushes- # 4, 6 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat, 1 1/2 inch bristle brush.  
Content- 5 hours video  
Patterns, Lessons and Step photos on extra CD

**DVD1026 Romsdal Wall Cabinet**  
Level- Intermediate  
Palette- 14 Color Advanced Palette  
Brushes- # 6 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat  
Content- 4 hours video  
Patterns, Lessons and Step photos on extra CD
Paint It Simply DVDs - Intermediate

**DVD1027 Roses and Brass**
Level - Intermediate
Palette - 14 Color Advanced Palette
Brushes - # 4, 6 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat
Content - 6 hours video
Patterns, Lessons and Step photos on extra CD

**DVD1028 Warbler In the Garden**
Level - Intermediate
Palette - 6 Color Beginning Palette
Brushes - # 6 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat, # 4 Watercolor Round
Content - 3 hours video
Patterns, Lessons and Step photos on extra CD
**Paint It Simply DVDs- Intermediate**

**DVD1029 Roses and Wildflowers**
Level- Intermediate
Palette- 6 Color Beginning Palette
Brushes- # 6 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat
Content- 3 hours video
Patterns, Lessons and Step photos on extra CD

**DVD1030 Rose Box**
Level- Intermediate
Palette- 6 Color Beginning Palette
Brushes- # 6 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat
Content- 2 hours video
Patterns, Lessons and Step photos on extra CD
Paint It Simply DVDs- Intermediate

**DVD1031 White Roses**
Level- Intermediate
Palette- 6 Color Beginning Palette
Brushes- # 6 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat
Content- 1 hours video
Patterns, Lessons and Step photos on extra CD

**DVD1032 Golden Roses**
Level- Intermediate
Palette- 6 Color Beginning Palette + Metallic Gold
Brushes- # 6 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat
Content- 4 hours video
Patterns, Lessons and Step photos on extra CD
DVD1033 Partridge and Pears Door crown
Level- Intermediate
Palette- 6 Color Beginning Palette
Brushes- # 6 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat , #4, 8 Watercolor Round
Content- 2 hours video
Patterns, Lessons and Step photos on extra CD

DVD1034 Heading Home
Level- Intermediate
Palette- 14 Color Advanced Palette
Brushes- # 6 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat - Quill Liner or # 4 Watercolor Round
Content- 4 hours video
Patterns, Lessons and Step photos on extra CD
DVD1036 American Gold-finch
Level- Intermediate
Palette- 6 Color Beginning Palette
Brushes- #4 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat, #4 Watercolor Round
Content- 4 hours video
Patterns, Lessons and Step photos on extra CD

DVD1039 Roses and Lilacs
Level- Intermediate
Palette- 14 Color Advanced Palette
Brushes- #4, 6 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat
Content- 6 hours video
Patterns, Lessons and Step photos on extra CD
DVD1040 Cardinal Summer
Level- Intermediate
Palette- 6 Color Beginning Palette
Brushes- # 4 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat, #4 Watercolor Round
Content- 4 hours video
Patterns, Lessons and Step photos on extra CD

DVD1041 Bluebird and Hollyhocks
Level- Intermediate
Palette- 6 Color Beginning Palette
Brushes- # 4 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat, #4 Watercolor Round
Content- 4 hours video
Patterns, Lessons and Step photos on extra CD
Paint It Simply DVDs- Intermediate

**DVD1043 Pied Flycatcher**-
Level- Intermediate
Palette- 6 Color Beginning Palette
Brushes- #4 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat, #4 Watercolor Round
Content- 4 hours video
Patterns, Lessons and Step photos on extra CD

**DVD1045 4 Seasons Floral**-
Level- Intermediate
Palette- 6 Color Beginning Palette
Brushes- #4 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat, #4 Watercolor Round
Content- 8 hours video
Patterns, Lessons and Step photos on extra CD
DVD1046 Red Violet Splendor
Level- Intermediate
Palette- 6 Color Beginning Palette
Brushes- #4 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat, #4 Watercolor Round
Content- 4 hours video
Patterns, Lessons and Step photos on extra CD
Paint It Simply DVDs - Intermediate

**DVD4021 Painting Peonies**  
Level: Intermediate  
Palette: 14 Color Advanced Palette  
Brushes: #4, 6 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat  
Bristle Filbert brush  
Content: 9 hours video  
Patterns, Lessons and Step photos on extra CD - **Special: 6 Painting Lessons**!

**DVD4022 Casual Flowers**  
*Art of the Painting Knife*  
Level: Intermediate  
Palette: 14 Color Advanced Palette  
Brushes: #4, 6 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat, #5 Painting Knife  
Content: 8 hours video  
Patterns, Lessons and Step photos on extra CD
DVD4024 Serene Waters
Level- Intermediate
Palette- 6 Color Beginning Palette + Phthalo Green Yellow. An introduction To the pigment Phthalo Green Yellow.
Brushes- # 4, 6 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat # 1, 4 Bristle Filbert brush
Content- 8 hours video

Patterns, Lessons and Step photos on extra CD
**Paint It Simply Pattern Packet- Intermediate**

**P5001P Iceland Poppies**

Level- Intermediate  
Palette- 6 Color Beginning Palette  
Brushes- # 6 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat,  

22 Pages Patterns, Lessons and Step photos Printed on 32 Lb Laser Paper.

---

**P5002P Red Casual Telemark**

Level- Intermediate  
Palette- 6 Color Beginning Palette  
Brushes- # 6 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat, Raphael 16684 # 3  

22 Pages Patterns, Lessons and Step photos Printed on 32 Lb Laser Paper.
Paint It Simply Pattern Packet- Intermediate

**P5003P Wild Roses**
Level- Intermediate
Palette- 6 Color Beginning Palette
Brushes- # 6 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat,

22 Pages Patterns, Lessons and Step photos Printed on 32 Lb Laser Paper.

**P5004P Golden Hindeloopen**
Level- Intermediate
Palette- 6 Color Beginning Palette
Brushes- # 6 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat,
Raphael 16684 # 3

22 Pages Patterns, Lessons and Step photos Printed on 32 Lb Laser Paper.
Paint It Simply Pattern Packet- Intermediate

P5005P Napoleon III Vol. 1

Level- Intermediate
Palette- 6 Color Beginning Palette
Brushes- # 6 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat,

22 Pages Patterns, Lessons and Step photos Printed on 32 Lb Laser Paper.

P5006P Napoleon III Vol. 2

Level- Intermediate
Palette- 6 Color Beginning Palette
Brushes- # 6 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat,
Raphael 16684 # 3

22 Pages Patterns, Lessons and Step photos Printed on 32 Lb Laser Paper.
Paint It Simply Pattern Packet- Intermediate

**P5007P Napoleon III Vol. 3**

Level- Intermediate
Palette- 6 Color Beginning Palette
Brushes- # 6 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat,

22 Pages Patterns, Lessons and Step photos Printed on 32 Lb Laser Paper.

**P5008P Elizabeth Rose, Warm Cool Study**

Level- Intermediate
Palette- 6 Color Beginning Palette
Brushes- # 6 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat,
Raphael 16684 # 3

22 Pages Patterns, Lessons and Step photos Printed on 32 Lb Laser Paper.
Paint It Simply Pattern Packet- Intermediate

**P5009P Casual Chippendale**

- Level: Intermediate
- Palette: 6 Color Beginning Palette + Gold
- Brushes: #4 Fusion Filbert, Synthetic Filbert #4, Synthetic Round #3, 3/4 Inch Flat,
- 22 Pages Patterns, Lessons and Step photos Printed on 32 Lb Laser Paper.

**P5010P Light Roses**

- Level: Intermediate
- Palette: 6 Color Beginning Palette
- Brushes: #4 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat,
- 22 Pages Patterns, Lessons and Step photos Printed on 32 Lb Laser Paper.
Paint It Simply Pattern Packet- Intermediate

P5011P Victorian Inspiration

Level- Intermediate
Palette- 6 Color Beginning Palette
Brushes- #4 Fusion Filbert,
#4 Watercolor Round or Liner
3/4 Inch Flat,

22 Pages Patterns, Lessons and Step photos Printed on 32 Lb Laser Paper.

P5012P Light Chippendale-
Level- Intermediate
Palette- 6 Color Beginning Palette
Brushes- #4 Fusion Filbert,
3/4 Inch Flat,

22 Pages Patterns, Lessons and Step photos Printed on 32 Lb Laser Paper.
P5013P Chippendale Lace

Level- Intermediate
Palette- 6 Color Beginning Palette + Gold
Brushes- # 4 Fusion Filbert,
Synthetic Filbert # 4
Synthetic Round # 3
3/4 Inch Flat,

22 Pages Patterns, Lessons and Step photos Printed on 32 Lb Laser Paper.

P5014P Chaffinch and Rose-
Level- Intermediate
Palette- 6 Color Beginning Palette
Brushes- # 4 Fusion Filbert,
3/4 Inch Flat,
# 4 Watercolor Round

22 Pages Patterns, Lessons and Step photos Printed on 32 Lb Laser Paper.
**Paint It Simply Pattern Packet - Intermediate**

**P5015P Heritage Rose**
Level - Intermediate

Palette - 6 Color Beginning Palette + Gold

Brushes - #4 Fusion Filbert, 3/4 Inch Flat,

22 Pages Patterns, Lessons and Step photos Printed on 32 Lb Laser Paper.
For more information
visit these links

Http://PaintItSimply.com

To visit our online store for Paint It Simply
click this link
Http://JansenArtStore.com